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1. Introduction

Differential geometry is one of the largest fields used by
many disciplines in analysis. One of these fields of science is
undoubtedly physics. Recently, the most interesting subject
in the field of physics is electromagnetic theory. Electromag-
netic theory is also studied by sub-branches of mathematics,
for example topology, geometry, etc.

The first mathematical perspective on quantum theory
was in the field of topology [1]. Then, a new perspective
on quantum theory was developed and its geometrical phase
was examined [2]. The Rytov’s curve and Rytov’s law can
be defined by the rotation of the polarization plane and parti-
cle’s motion along an optical fiber. The motion of a particle
that enters the magnetic field and the rotation of polarization
through the geometric phase are examined in Refs. [3–5].
These papers led to the research of the trajectory of polar-
ized light along the optical fiber. The phase in which the
quantum theory was examined from the geometric point of
view was studied as Berry’s phase [6]. And then, the rela-
tion between Berry’s phase and Fermi-Walker transport was
explained [7]. With the introduction of the Gauss-Landau-
Hall magnetic field concept on a Riemann surface, this prob-
lem has begun to be studied in the field of geometry [8, 9].
The following article that collects and presents all this in-
formation in this field is one of the leading ones [10]. This
subject, which draws attention with great momentum, is re-
searched by making use of all areas of geometry. Important
studies have been presented to the scientific world with inter-
esting results that emerged by examining the magnetic field
in different spaces. Some examples of these studies are: in-

volving the study of the magnetic field and magnetic flow in
complex space [11, 12], which allows new search to show
up by moving this field to a new space with a 3D Semi-
Riemannian [13], that showed magnetic flows in Riemma-
nian surface [14], and the other study on Sasakian manifold
that researched contact magnetic flows [15]. Examining the
trajectories of geometrically charged particles also enabled
the study of curves, which is the most important subject of
geometry. In this case, the geometric properties of the curves
formed by the magnetic helices [16] and the trajectories of the
charged particles are examined [17, 18]. The magnetic field
has been investigated in different spaces as well as on several
surfaces and diverse frames [19, 20]. Bjorgum [21] stated:
”In this paper, it is suggested that a study of special vector
fields, properly chosen, might prove as fruitful for applica-
tion to phenomena described by vector fields as has been the
study of special functions for problems expressed by scalar
quantities.” Using this significant paper, vector fields can be
studied from many perspectives. Magnetic fields are vector
fields, and this work has formed a very important basis for
the mathematical investigation of Maxwell’s equations. Then
Marris showed vector field relations expressing dynamical,
electromagnetic or other considerations [22]. Later magnetic
theory and Maxwell equations were studied by several re-
searchers [23,24].

Recently, optical fibers have become a very important
field that receive care in mathematics and geometry. Polar-
ized light is generally thought as a transport of an electro-
magnetic wave. When it is assumed to propagate within the
optical fiber, it is well-defined, owing to the Maxwell’s equa-
tions. The set of Maxwell’s equations implicitly shows how
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electromagnetic field vectors propagate and explicitly show
the sources of the fields. In the optical fiber configuration
of uniform, isotropic, nonconducting, free-from charge, non-
dispersive, etc., the evolution of the space curve is a very
influential way to understand many physical processes such
as vortex filament, dynamics of Heisenberg spin chain, inte-
grable systems, soliton equation theory, sigma models, rela-
tivity, water wave theory, fluid dynamics, field theories, lin-
ear and nonlinear optics. Evolution systems and equations
possess important geometric applications and meanings. For
example, the sine-Gordon equation, which is used as a model
in nonlinear optics, field theories, and dislocation of crys-
tals. The Betchov-Da Rios equation or the filament equation,
is an idealized example of the evolution of the centerline of a
thin vortex tube in a 3D inviscid incompressible fluid [26,27].
This equation also constrains the evolution of curves in mag-
netohydrostatic and steady hydrodynamic problems of nested
toroidal flux surfaces [28, 29]. The relationship between the
solutions of the cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equation and the
localized solutions of the induction equation was discovered
by Hasimoto [30]. He described a special transformation, in-
cluding complex curvature and torsion functions of the curve.
At the same time, many application areas have been found in
the field of physics in this case. If we refer to the studies
on the above-mentioned issues, Aritra K. Mukhopadhyayet
al. found the rogue soliton equivalent in the spin system to
link about non-linear Schrödinger equation with the contin-
uum Heisenberg spin chain [31]. Banica and Milot reviewed
the vortex filaments studies done so far and showed a col-
lection of new situations of filaments collapse [32]. M. Gr-
bovic and E. Nesovic defined Backlund transformation of a
null Cartan curvein Minkowski 3d-space as a transformation
which maps a null Cartan helix to another null Cartan helix
and via the Da Rios vortex filament equation derived the vor-
tex filament equation for a null Cartan curve [33]. Amoret
al. studied the relationship between the Burgers’ equation
and the pseudo-null vortex filament equation in Minkowski
space [34]. Hesamiet al., researched the evolution of two
profiles, in a positive Kerr medium and the effect of initial
beam-width [35]. Authors indicated numerically that it is
possible to generate bright spatial quasi-solitons, in media
that are defined via the (1+1)-Dimensional local and nonlocal
Nonlinear Schr̈odinger Equation, via initial condition field
distributions that are aside from the analytical solution [36].
In Ref. [37], via Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation, the rela-
tionship between two higher order bright spatial solitons were
researched by authors, where the solitons launched in a paral-
lel way. N. G̈urbüz investigated the nonlinear Schrödinger of
repulsive type for timelike curves and nonlinear heat systems
in a general intrinsic geometric setting including a normal
congruence in 3-dimensional Minkowski space [38].

2. Maxwell evolution of alternative moving
frame {N,C,W}

Let E3
1 be Minkowski 3d-space given by the standard metric

〈x, y〉 = x1y1 + x2y2 − x3y3,

wherex = (x1, x2, x3) andy = (y1, y2, y3) ∈ R3 [4].
Let γ be a curve in E3 that has one of three casual char-

acters depending on the tangent vector of the curve. So that
this tangent vector beingv, if 〈v, v〉 > 0 or v = 0, the curve
is spacelike, if〈v, v〉 < 0, the curve is called timelike, and
then〈v, v〉 = 0 andv 6= 0, it is null.

Let the{ N, C,W } frame with the curvaturesf(s) and
g(s) alongγ : I ⊂ R → E3

1 is a non-null regular curve in
Minkowski 3d-space. The alternative moving frame’s vec-
tors are{N, C,W}, the principal normal vector field, the
derivative of principal normal vector field, and Darboux vec-
tor field, respectively. Derivating of the alternative moving
frame is:



Ns

Cs

Ws


=




0 f(s) 0
−εNεCf(s) 0 g(s)

0 −εCεW g(s) 0






N
C
W


 , (1)

where

〈N,N〉 = εN 〈C,C〉 = εC 〈W,W 〉 = εW . (2)

For all that, the vector products of alternative moving
frame’s vectors are given,

N × C = W, C ×W = εNεW N,

N ×W = −εCεW C, (3)

in Ref. [25]. In this study we assume that the curve is a non-
null curve. Therefore, frame’s vector fields consist of two
spacelike and one timelike vectors on which the curve lies.
Thus, we can writeεNεCεW = −1.

3-dimensional vectors fields and the geometry of cur-
vature and torsion of vector lines applications used to
get these vectors as nonholonomic coordinates are shown
in Minkowski space via the alternative moving frame.
δ/δs, δ/δc and δ/δw are the directional derivatives in the
N, C andW, directions, respectively, for the alternative mov-
ing frame of a non-null curveγ in E3

1 [22]. Here we assume
thatγ(s, c, w) is a non-null curve lying in the 3-D Minkowski
space.

δ

δc
= εCCgrad,

δ

δw
= εW Wgrad,

δ

δs
= εNNgrad. (4)

Assume that a directional derivative of an arbitrary vector A
with respect to directionalη ∈ {N,C,W} and assuming the
directional derivativeδA/δη as follow:
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δA

δη
=

(
N · δA

δη

)
N +

(
C · δA

δη

)
C +

(
W · δA

δη

)
W,

from Ref. [39].
Thus, we can calculate the derivatives of the frame vec-

tors in the C direction and in theW direction, respectively,
and choose{N, C,W} instead of the A vector in the above
equation, andc, w, s instead ofη , and write the anholonomic
coordinates.

Other geometric equations in terms of anholonomic coor-
dinates are given as:

θCS = C
δ

δc
N,

θWS = W
δ

δw
N, (5)

divN = εCθCS + εW θWS , (6)

divC = −εNf(s) + εW W
δ

δw
C, (7)

divW = εCC
δ

δc
W, (8)

ΩN = curlN ·N = −
(
−W · δ

δc
N + C.

δ

δw
N

)
,

ΩC = curlC · C = εN

(
N · δ

δw
C + g(s)

)
,

ΩW = curlW ·W = εN

(
−N · δ

δc
W + g(s)

)
. (9)

With the help of these geometric properties and equations (1-
9) along c-directional and w-directional the derivatives of al-
ternative moving frame’s fields are calculated as follows,

δ

δc




N
C
W


 =




0 εCθCS εW (εNΩW − g(s))
−εCθCS 0 εNdivW

−ΩW + εNg(s) divW 0







N
C
W


 , (10)

δ

δw




N
C
W


 =




0 −εC(εNΩC − g(s)) εW θWS

εN (εNΩC − g(s)) 0 divC + εNf(s)
−εNθWS εNdivC + f(s) 0







N
C
W


 . (11)

The Lorentz force of a magnetic vector fieldV is defined
by the skew symmetric operatorΦ and is given by

Φ(X) = V ×X,

When a charged-point particle enters the magnetic field under
the influence of the Lorentz force, it follows a new trajectory
called a magnetic trajectory. The magnetic trajectories of the
magnetic vector fieldV satisfy the following equation

Φ(t) = V × t = ∇tt,

in Ref. [40].

2.1. Maxwell evolution for two cases of electric field

Berry’s phase in the directions c and w arises with the propa-
gation of an electromagnetic wave along with the optic fiber
for the alternative moving frame of the non-null curveγ.

Let optic fiber be defined as a curve that is a non-null
curveγ(s, c, w) via alternative moving frame in Minkowski
space. The electromagnetic wave propagation is in the direc-
tion of N = (s, c, w) the polarization of the electromagnetic
wave is mentioned by the direction of the electric field vector
E = (s, c, w) and magnetic field is shown asV = (s, c, w).
Here basically the electric field will be shown perpendicular
to N . Then, the cases whereE is perpendicular to the di-
rection ofC and perpendicular to the direction ofW will be
examined.

Case 1.The variation of the electric field vector E between
any two points in thec direction for the alternative moving
frame{N, C, W} of the non-null curveγ(s, c, w) can be ex-
pressed as,

δ

δc

→
E(s, c, w) = λ1N + λ2C + λ3W. (12)

The electric field is right angle toN and if we assume
that because of absorption, there is no loss mechanism in the
optical fiber, we can write the following equations:

〈N, E〉 = 0 〈E,E〉 = c. (13)

If we take the derivative of the first (13) and use (11), we get:
〈

δN

δs
,E

〉
= −εNλ1.

When the necessary calculations are made, we get the fol-
lowing:

λ1 = −εNεCθCNEC − εNεW (εNΩW − g(s))EW .

ConsideringεNεCεW = −1 , that−εNεW = εC and
−εNεC = εW , we can arrange:

λ1 = εW θCNEC + εC(εNΩW − g(s))EW . (14)
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If we take the derivative of the second (13), we can get:
〈

δE

δc
,E

〉
= 0.

bringing together (14), (13), and (11) we get

→
Ec = (εW θCNEC + εC(εNΩW

− g(s))EW )N + λ(E ×N), (15)

whereλ is a constant term.
With the last equation, we can find the rotation of the

electric field in thec direction around
→
n . Moreover, we can

suppose thatλ = 0, hereby we can finalize whichE is Rytov
parallel transport in thec direction with the conditions given
above.

→
Ec = −εN (E,Nc)N. (16)

Furthermore, the Fermi-Walker transportation law is cal-
culated in Minkowski space as:

BFW
c = Bc + εN (B.Nc)N − (B.N)Nc. (17)

Generally, we can write:

E = εNECC + εW EW W, (18)

whereEC andEW are optionally smooth components of the→
c and

→
w. Derivating of (18) and combining of (10) we can

write:

δ

δc

→
E = (−εNεCθCNEC − εNεW (εNΩW − g(s))EW )N

+ (εNEC
c + εCεW divW.EW )C + (W.EC)W. (19)

If the electric field is assumed to be Rytov parallel trans-
ported in c direction, then comparing (16) and (19) satisfies
that;

(
EC

c

EW
c

)
=

(
0 divW

−divW 0

)(
EC

EW

)
. (20)

Therefore, we can accomplish that (20) describes the ro-
tation of the polarization plane in the c direction along the
optic fiber thus Berry’s phaser = (s, c, w) in the c direction
is defined by:

δ

δc
r = divW.

We can state the magnetic field vector V in relation to the
ingredient of the electric field as;

V = εNEW .C − εCEC .W, (21)

that satisfies the following conditions:

V⊥E and V⊥N, (22)

where

V C = EW V W = εCEC .

Using (22) and (10), derivating (21), we can get,

δV

δc
= (εW θCNEW − εCEC(−ΩW + εNg(s))N

+ (εNEW
c − εCdivW.EC)C

+ (−εCEC
c + divW.EW )W, (23)

which satisfies
〈

δV

δc
, E

〉
+

〈
δE

δc
, V

〉
= 0,

and
〈

δV

δc
,N

〉
+

〈
δN

δc
, V

〉
= 0.

When we consider all this, we can say that magnetic field
and electric field have alike Berry’s phase in the same condi-
tions as follows,

Vc = −εN (V.Nc).N. (24)

We see thatE is the Rytov parallel transported along the c
direction if and only if it is Fermi-Walker parallel transported
in thec direction along with optic fiber via alternative moving
frame of the non-null curve in Minkowski space.

The Lorentz force is the force acting on a charged parti-
cle moving in a non-null electromagnetic field in Minkowski
space. At that time, the electromagnetic field in thec direc-
tion along non-null curve via alternative moving frame with
respect to anholonomic coordinates help of Lorentz equa-
tion φ(E) = X × E whereX is a Killing magnetic field
in Minkowski space and (10) is given as follows,

〈φc(E), N〉 = −〈φ(N), EC〉 =
〈

δE

δc
,N

〉

= −εCθCNEC − εW (εNΩW − g(s))EW .

When necessary arrangements are made, we can write,

φc(N) = εCθCNEC

+ εW (εNΩW − g(s))EW + a1E
N , (25)

φc(C) = −λEW + a2E
N , (26)

φc(W ) = λEC + a3E
N . (27)

Taking into account Eqs. (25-27) and (10), the Lorentz force
in the C direction along with optic fiber that is determined
non-null curve for the alternative moving frame implies the
following matrix form:

Rev. Mex. Fis.69061301
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φc(N)
φc(C)
φc(W )


 =




0 εCθCN εW (εNΩW − g(s))
−εNθCN 0 −λ

−εN (εNΩW − g(s)) λ 0







EN

EC

EW


 . (28)

Case 2.The variation of the electric field vectorE between
any two points in thew direction for the alternative moving
frame{N, C,W} of the non-null curveγ(s, c, w) can be ex-
pressed as,

δ

δw

→
E(s, c, w) = λ1N + λ2C + λ3W. (29)

The electric field is perpendicular toN and if we assume
that because of absorption there is no loss mechanism in the
optical fiber, we can get:

〈N, E〉 = 0 〈E, E〉 = c. (30)

Derivating of the first (29) and utilizing the (11), we com-
pute

〈
δN

δw
, E

〉
= −εNλ1.

If abbreviations and necessary calculations are made, we
can write the following:

λ1 = −εNεW θWNEW − εNεC(εNΩC − g(s))EC .

ConsideringεNεCεW = −1, −εNεW = εC and
−εNεC = εW , we can arrange:

λ1 = εCθWNEW + εW (εNΩC − g(s))EC . (31)

If we take the derivative of the second (29), we can orga-
nize:

〈
δE

δc
, E

〉
= 0.

After that we collected (29), (30), and (11) we get

→
Ew = (εCθWNEW + εW (εNΩC

− g(s))EC)N + µ(E ×N), (32)

whereµ is a constant term.
Considering the last equation we get the rotation ofE

in the w direction around
→
n . Furthermore, we assume that

µ = 0, in this manner we can conclude thatE is non-null
parallel transport in thew direction with the above terms.

→
Ew = −(E, Nw)N. (33)

Additionally, this motion can be defined through the
Fermi-Walker transportation law in Minkowski space is as
follows:

BFW
w = Bw + εN (B.Nc)N − (B.N)Nw. (34)

Generally, we get;

E = εNECC + εW EW W, (35)

whereEC andEW are optionally smooth components of
→
c

and
→
w. Derivating of (34) and combining of (11) we can cal-

culate:

δ

δw

→
E = (−εNεW θWNEW + (εNΩC − g(s))EC)N (36)

+ (εNEC
w + εW (εNdivW + f(s))EW )C

+ (εwEW
w + εN (εNf(s) + divC)EC)W.

If the electric field is presumed to be Rytov parallel trans-
ported in w direction, then comparing (32) and (35) implies
that:
(

EC
w

EW
w

)
=

(
0 εC(εN divC+f(s))

εC(divC+εN f(s)) 0

) (
EC

EW

)
.

Therefore, we can accomplish that (36) describes the ro-
tation of the polarization plane in the w direction along the
optic fiber thus a Berry’s phaser = (s, c, w) in the w direc-
tion is described by:

δ

δw
r = divC + f(s).

We can state the magnetic field vector in relation to the
ingredient of the electric field as:

V = EW .C − EC .W, (37)

that satisfies the following conditions:

V⊥E and V⊥N,

where

V C = EW V W = EC .

Using (11),V⊥E, V⊥N and derivating (37), we can get,

δV

δw
= (ΩC − εNg(s)EW + εNθWNEC)N

+ (EW
w − εN (divC + f(s))EC)C

+ (−EC
w + (divC + εNf(s))EW )W, (38)

which satisfies
〈

δV

δw
, E

〉
+

〈
δE

δw
, V

〉
= 0,
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and
〈

δV

δw
,N

〉
+

〈
δN

δw
, V

〉
= 0.

When we consider all this, we can say that magnetic field
and electric field have alike Berry’s phase in the same condi-
tions as follows;

Vw = −(V.Nw).N. (39)

E is the Rytov parallel transported in the w direction if
and only if it is Fermi-Walker parallel transported in the w
direction along with optic fiber via the alternative moving
frame of the non-null curve in Minkowski space.

Then, the electromagnetic field in the w direction along
non-null curve via alternative moving frame with respect
to anholonomic coordinates help of Lorentz equation in
Minkowski space and (11) is given as follows,

〈φw(E), N〉 = −〈φ(N), EW 〉,
〈

δE

δw
,N

〉
=−εW θWNEW +εN (εNΩC−g(s))EC . (40)

When necessary arrangements are made, we can write;

φw(N) = εW θWNEW − εN (εNΩC

− g(s))EC + a1E
N , (41)

φw(C) = −λEW + a2E
N , (42)

φw(W ) = λEC + a3E
N . (43)

Taking into account Eqs. (41-43) and (11), the Lorentz force
in the w direction along with optic fiber that is determined
non-null curve for the alternative moving frame implies the
following matrix form:




φw(N)
φw(C)
φw(W )


 =




0 −εN (εNΩC − g(s)) εW θWN

εC(εNΩC − g(s)) 0 −λ
−εNθWN λ 0







EN

EC

EW


 . (44)

2.2. Maxwell’s equation for electromagnetic waves in
Minkowski 3d-space

Maxwell’s equations emerged by combining Faraday’s and
Gauss’s law and finding a new equation. It has been a ground-
breaking breakthrough in understanding electromagnetic the-
ory. Maxwell’s equations, consisting of these four equations
have been an important method for studying electromagnetic
field vectors. Maxwell’s equations which are called Gauss’s
law, Magnetic monopoles, Ampere-Maxwell law, and Fara-
day’s law are given as follows,

∇ · E = 0, (45)

∇ · V = 0, (46)

∇× V = εv
δE

δu
, (47)

∇× E = −δV

δu
, (48)

whereε andv have the same values at all points and(s, c, w)
andu space, time variables, whereE is electric field andV
is magnetic field. If we consider that the electric field is per-
pendicular to the tangent direction and (19), (35), and (45),
we can calculate,

∇ · E =
(

N · δ

δs
+ C

δ

δc
−W

δ

δw

)
· E,

N · δE

δs
+ C · δE

δc
−W · δE

δw
= 0,

that satisfies:

EC
c − EW

w = −ECdivC + EW divW. (49)

In the same way, noting thatE is right angle to the tan-
gent directional and (19),(35), and (46), we can compute

∇ · V =
(

N · δ

δs
+ C

δ

δc
−W

δ

δw

)
· V,

N · δV

δs
+ C · δV

δc
−W · δV

δw
= 0,

which implies that,

EW
c − EC

w = ECdivW − EW divC. (50)

If we think more (49) and (50), then it is calculated that
Laplacian-like equations throughc-lines and w-lines of the
electromagnetic waves are as follows,

Rev. Mex. Fis.69061301
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δ2

δc2
EW − δ2

δw2
EW = EC((divW )c − (divC)w)

+ EW ((divW )w − (divcC)c)

+ divW (EC
c + EW

w )

− divC(EW
c + EC

w ),

δ2

δc2
EC − δ2

δw2
EC = EC((divW )w − (divC)c)

− EW ((divW )w + (divC)c)

+ divW (EC
w + EW

c )

− divC(EC
c + EW

w ).

If we consider that the electric field is perpendicular to
the tangent direction and (19), (35), and (47), we get that

∇× V = εv
δE

δu
=

(
N · δ

δs
+ C

δ

δc
−W

δ

δw

)
× V,

εv
δE

δu
=

(
N × δ

δs
V + C × δ

δc
V −W × δ

δw
V

)
,

which satisfies that,

εv
δE

δu
=

(−EC
c +EW divW−EW

w +EC(f(s)+divC
)
N

+
(
EC

s − ΩCEW − θWSEW
)
C

+
(−EW

s + ΩW EC − θCSEW
)
W.

In the same way, noting thatE is right angle to the tan-
gent directional and (19),(35), and (48), we can write

− δ

δu
V = ∇× E =

(
N

δ

δs
+ C

δ

δc
−W

δ

δw

)
× E,

− δ

δu
V = N × δ

δs
E + C × δ

δc
E −W × δ

δw
E,

which implies that,

δ

δu
V =

(
EW

c − ECdivW + EC
w − EW (f(s) + divC)

)
N

+ (−EW
s + ΩCEC + θWSEW )C

+ (EC
s − ΩW EW + θCSEC)W.

3. Electromagnetic theory

Let us consider the variation of the electric field vectorE
in the s direction by means of the alternative moving frame
{N, C,W}.Then we can express the following

δ

δs

→
E = λ1N + λ2C + λ3W. (51)

Case 1. In this case, it was presumed that the vectorE lies
on a plane perpendicular toN . Thus we have

〈N, E〉 = 0.

Now taking the derivative of this equation we acquire
〈

δN

δs
, E

〉
+

〈
δE

δs
,N

〉
= 0.

This equation satisfies that:
〈

δN

δs
,E

〉
= −

〈
δE

δs
,N

〉
.

After that we use Eq. (51) and last equation, we can calcu-
lated

〈
δN

δs
,E

〉
= −εNλ1. (52)

Using Eq. (51) and Eq. (52), we can compute

λ1 = −εNf(s)〈E,C〉.
Presuming there is no loss mechanism due to absorption, we
have

〈E, E〉 = c,

where c is a constant. Then taking the derivative of this equa-
tion we get,

〈
δE

δs
,E

〉
= 0.

Thus, the coefficients in Eq. (51) are determined as fol-
lows

λ2 = λ〈E, W 〉, λ3 = −λ〈E, C〉.
Lastly, from Eq. (51), we can write

δ

δs

→
E = −εNf(s)〈E, C〉N

+ λ〈E, W 〉C − λ〈E, C〉W. (53)

By thinkingN is parallel transported we getλ = 0.
Then, if we use the equation in which the electric field

vector is written in terms of alternative moving frames, we
have

E = εC〈E, C〉C + εW 〈E, W 〉W. (54)

In the last equation, we can take the derivative and consider
alternative moving frame equations, thus we obtain

δ

δs

→
E = −εNf(s)〈E, C〉N + (εC〈E,C〉′

− εCg(s)〈E, W 〉)C + (εW 〈E, W 〉′

+ εCg(s)〈E, C〉)W. (55)
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Now, let us take the derivative of Eq. (53) and compare with
Eq. (55) to get the matrix form below:

( 〈E, C〉′
〈E, W 〉′

)
=

(
0 g(s)

−εW εCg(s) 0

) ( 〈E, C〉
〈E, W 〉

)
.

On the other hand, using the definition of electromagnetic
field via alternative moving frame with respect anholo-
nomic coordinates and with the help of Lorentz equation in
Minkowski space, we get

〈φ(E), N〉=− 〈φ(N), E〉=
〈

δE

δs
, N

〉
=− εNf(s)〈E,C〉,

〈φ(E), C〉 = −〈φ(C), E〉 =
〈

δE

δs
, C

〉
= εCλ〈E, W 〉,

〈φ(E),W 〉 = −〈φ(W ), E〉 =
〈

δE

δs
,W

〉
= −εW λ〈E,C〉.

If necessary calculations are made, we can write

φ(N) = εNf(s)C + a1N,

φ(C) = εCλW + a2N,

φ(W ) = εW λC + a3N.

Then, Lorentz force along with optical fiber that is deter-
mined non-null curve for the alternative moving frame means
the following matrix form:



φ(N)
φ(C)
φ(W )


 =




0 f(s) 0
−εCεNf(s) 0 εCλ

0 εW λ 0







N
C
W


 .

This matrix has a structure that relates the Lorentz force to the
{N,C, W} frame.We know that Lorentz equationφ(E) =
X × E whereX is a Killing magnetic field in Minkowski
space. So we can write

φ(N) = V ×N.

Also, if we expressV in terms of the frame{N, C, W} as
follows

V = b1N + b2C + b3W,

and calculate the coefficients, we obtain

V = εCλN + εCεW f(s)W.

Case 2. In this case, it was presumed that the vectorE lies
on a plane perpendicular toC. Thus we have

〈C,E〉 = 0.

Now taking the derivative of this equation and using the
derivative of the alternative moving frame, we acquire

〈
δC

δs
,E

〉
= −εCλ2. (56)

Using Eq. (51) and Eq. (56), we compute the following

λ2 = εNf(s)〈E,N〉+ εCg(s)〈E, W 〉.
Presuming there is no loss mechanism due to absorption, we
have

〈E,E〉 = c,

where c is a constant. Then taking the derivative of this equa-
tion we get,

〈
δE

δs
, E

〉
= 0.

Thus the coefficients in Eq. (51) are determined as follows

λ1 = λ〈E, W 〉, λ3 = −λ〈E,N〉.
Lastly, from Eq. (51), we can write

δ

δs

→
E = (εNf(s)〈E,N〉+ εCg(s)〈E, W 〉)C

− λ〈E, N〉W + λ〈E,W 〉N
E = εN 〈E, N〉N + εW 〈E, W 〉W. (57)

In the last equation, we can take the derivative and consider
alternative moving frame equations, thus we obtain

δ

δs

→
E = (εN 〈E,N〉′)N + (εNf(s)〈E,N〉

− εCg(s)〈E, W 〉)C + (εW 〈E, W 〉′)W. (58)

Now, let us take the derivative of Eq. (57) and compare this
derivative with Eq. (58) to get the matrix form below:

(〈E,N〉′
〈E,W 〉′

)
=

(
0 0
0 0

)(〈E, N〉
〈E, W 〉

)
.

On the other hand, using the definition of electromagnetic
field via alternative moving frame with respect anholonomic
coordinates help of Lorentz equation in Minkowski space, we
get

〈φ(E), N〉 = −〈φ(N), E〉 =
〈

δE

δs
,N

〉
= εNλ〈E, W 〉.

If necessary calculations are made, we can write

φ(N) = −εNλW + a1C,

φ(C) = −εNεCf(s)N − g(s)W + a2C,

φ(W ) = εW λN + a3C.

Then, Lorentz force along with optical fiber that is deter-
mined non-null curve for the alternative moving frame means
the following matrix form:



φ(N)
φ(C)
φ(W )


=




0 f(s) −εNλ
εW f(s) 0 −g(s)
εW λ −εNg(s) 0







N
C
W


 .
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This matrix has a structure that relates the Lorentz force
to the {N,C, W} frame. We know that Lorentz equation
φ(E) = X × E whereX is a Killing magnetic field in
Minkowski space. So we can write

V ×N = φ(N).

Also, if we expressV in terms of the frame{N, C,W} as
follows

V = b1N + b2C + b3W,

and calculate the coefficients, we obtain

V = −g(s)N + εNλC + εCεW f(s)W.

Case 3. In this case, it was presumed that the vectorE lies
on a plane perpendicular toW . Thus we have

〈W,E〉 = 0.

Now taking the derivative of this equation and using the
derivative of the alternative moving frame, we acquire

〈
δW

δs
,E

〉
= −εW λ3. (59)

If we take notice it using Eq. (51) and Eq. (59), we compute
the following

λ3 = εCg(s)〈E, C〉.

Presuming there is no loss mechanism due to absorption, we
have

〈E,E〉 = c,

wherec is a constant. Then taking the derivative of this equa-
tion we get,

〈
δE

δs
, E

〉
= 0.

Thus the coefficients in Eq. (51) are determined as follows

λ1 = λ〈E, C〉, λ2 = −λ〈E,N〉.

Lastly, from Eq. (51), we can write

δ

δs

→
E = λ〈E,C〉N − λ〈E,N〉C

+ (εN 〈E, N〉N + εC〈E, C〉C)W. (60)

By thinking W is parallel transported we getλ = 0. Then,
if we use the equation in which the electric field vector is
written in terms of alternative moving frame, we have

E = εN 〈E,N〉N + εC〈E, C〉C.

In the last equation, we can take the derivative and con-
sider alternative moving frame equations, thus we obtain

δ

δs

→
E = (εN 〈E, N〉′ − εNf(s)〈E, C〉)N + (εC〈E,C〉′

+ εNf(s)〈E, N〉)C + (εCg(s)〈E,C〉)W. (61)

Now, let us take the derivative of Eq. (60) and compare this
derivative with Eq. (61) to get the matrix form below:

(〈E, N〉′
〈E, C〉′

)
=

(
0 f(s)

−εCεNf(s) 0

)(〈E,N〉
〈E, C〉

)
.

On the other hand, using the definition of electromagnetic
field via alternative moving frame with respect anholonomic
coordinates help of Lorentz equation in Minkowski space, we
get

〈φ(E), N〉 = −〈φ(N), E〉 = 〈δE
δs

,N〉 = εNλ〈E, C〉.

If necessary calculations are made, we can write

φ(N) = −εNλC + a1W,

φ(C) = λεCN + a2W,

φ(W ) = −εCεW g(s)C + a3W.

Then, Lorentz force along with optic fiber that is determined
non-null curve for the alternative moving frame means the
following matrix form:



φ(N)
φ(C)
φ(W )


 =




0 −εNλ 0
λεC 0 g(s)
0 −εW εCg(s) 0







N
C
W


 .

This matrix has a structure that relates the Lorentz force
to the {N, C,W} frame. We know that Lorentz equation
φ(E) = X × E whereX is a Killing magnetic field in
Minkowski space. So we can write

V ×N = φ(N).

Also, if we expressV in terms of the frame{N, C, W} as
follows

V = b1N + b2C + b3W,

and calculate the coefficients, we obtain

V = g(s)N − εNλW.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we found the movement of polarized light along
optical fiber by calculating the equations of the electric field
and magnetic field in cases where the frame of the space is
at a right angle with respect to the vector fields. Thus, we
had the opportunity to examine the action of light in the field
of geometry. In this way, the relationship of the action of
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light in space with special curves, which is an important sub-
ject of geometry, can be investigated. At the same time, we
investigated the geometric phase issue and Maxwell’s equa-
tions together. We have obtained two important cases. These
situations gave us the chance to examine the motion of light
in the c-direction and in the direction of the Darboux vec-
tor in Minkowski 3d-space. We also gave their connections
with Fermi-Walker parallel transportation laws in Minkowski
space. For further research, we aim to research Maxwellian

evolution equations relationship between spherical coordi-
nates to better understand the solutions of the equations.
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